It has expressed interest in the phenomenon of extravagance to the concentration of grammatical studies among the Arabs on the floor more share of the three major grammatical structures, words and sentence structure and built a namely: the inventory expectations and could very important role in of the text not aware of any study of the language indispensable sentence, the text Research revealed a difference in the explains basic elements insufficient to absorb the elements of the syntax to create texts existence of valuable This study revealed the - when contributions and critical Altqaouat Albulageyen the Arabs with the ideas presented by the science text the literary text links to address Noted in the link makes sense that there must be a conscience in the second sentence former are linked Appeared in the texts that have been analyzed by the - all elements of the coherence of the Board of Mufdilaat deletion, interpretation and text are: duplication and referral conscience in the link in the texts Is the highlight of - of Mufdilaat such that have been analyzed by the Board as the control center in the poems that have been analyzed

Came corridors poems that have been threaded - through the analysis of the control center, a conscience Colorful images of repetition in poems, which are verbal repetition and repetition analyzed mismatch meaning together meaning and verbal repetition and